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Customer Reviews

I give this workbook to my on-level Spanish 2 students. It supplements the Avancemos level 2 textbook and includes activities of three different ability levels (A-basic, B-average, and C-challenging). For homework I can assign activities that include vocabulary, grammar, and reading practice. In addition, for in class activities, the workbook also contains listening, speaking, writing and cultural practice. Overall, I believe it implements a strong practice of the curriculum and is a good resource. There a couple of ineffective or confusing(poorly explained directions) practices but when those come up we just skip it and do something else!

Great supplement to the Advancemos textbook! My son needed this workbook to supplement his Advancemos textbook and he will begin work in it this week. I looked over it and have determined that it will be very useful for him in learning Spanish. The pages are perforated, shrink-wrapped, and the package comes with laminated unit vocabulary study "cards."

I use it for HS Spanish II. It contains great spelling list and practice. I love the vocabulary laminated cards that came with it.
Provides great number of exercises for every skill. Students find progressively more difficult exercises build their skills readily. Each workbook page references corresponding textbook pages. Fast service.

Came packaged nicely with everything we needed. Great quality and pretty fast shipping.

The book is as described and arrived quickly.

The book arrived quickly, just in time for school. The packaging was great and no damage. I will definitely purchase from this source again in the future.

The book arrived as expected and in the expected condition. More importantly it arrive in time for my son to complete his assignment for school. Thanks for the quick work
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